Factors influencing association of glucocorticoid receptor-steroid complexes with nuclei, chromatin, and DNA: interpretation of binding data.
Attempts to reconstruct, in a test tube, the steroid-hormone system of a responsive cell are fraught with enumerable difficulties. In this chapter I have attempted to point out some of the factors that affect receptor-steroid complexes and their interactions with acceptors. In most cases there is a quantitative influence of these factors on the level of steroid complex binding to acceptors. In some cases, selected experimental designs that neglect these factors and methods of presenting the observed data may lead to artifactual conclusions. Several of these problems should disappear when the prospect of pure receptor-steroid complexes [127, 147, 150, 181, 247, 248] becomes a common occurrence. Nevertheless much has already been learned about the interactions of complexes with acceptors, which in turn have been used to help formulate models of steroid-hormone action.